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Abstract
In this paper, we study warped product pseudo-slant submanifolds of
nearly Kaehler manifolds. We prove the non-existence results on warped
product submanifolds of nearly Kaehler manifolds.
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1 Introd uction
Slant submanifolds of an almost Hermitian manifold were defined by B.Y. Chen
[3Jas a natural generalization of both holomorphic and totally real submanifolds.
Since then many researchers have studied these submanifolds in complex as
well as contact setting [2, 8J. The notion of semi-slant submanifolds of an
almost Hermitian manifold was introduced by N. Papaghiuc [9], and is in fact a
generalization of CR-submanifolds. Pseudo-slant submanifolds were introduced
by A. Carriazo [2J as a special case of bi-slant submanifolds.
Recently, B. Sahin [10Jintroduced the notion of warped product hemi-slant
(pseudo-slant) submanifolds of Kaehler manifolds. He showed that there exist no
warped product hemi-slant submanifolds in the form M1. x IMo. He considered
warped product hemi-slant submanifolds in the form Mo x Ilvh where M1. is
a totally real submanifold and !vIo is a proper slant submanifold of a Kaehler
manifold and gave some examples for their existence. In this paper we extend
the result of B. Sahin in this more general setting. We prove that there do not
exist warped product submanifolds of the types N 1. X I No and No x IN 1. in a
nearly Kaehler manifold M, where N1. is a totally real submanifold and No is
a proper slant submanifold of M.
2 Preliminaries
Let !VI be an almost Hermitian manifold with almost complex structure J and
a Riemannian metric 9 such that
(a) J2 = -J, (b) g(J X, JY) = g(X, Y) (2.1)
for all vector fields X, Y on .if.
FUrther let T!VI denote the tangent bundle of .if and '\7, the covariant
differential operator on 111 with respect to g. If the almost complex structure J
satisfies
('\7xJ)X=O (2.2)
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for any X E T NI, then the manifold ]}1 is called a nearly Kaehler manifold.
Equation (2.2) is equivalent to (VxJ)Y + (VyJ)X = O. Obviously, every
Kaehler manifold is nearly Kaehler manifold.
For a submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold 111, the Gauss and Wein-
garten formulae are respectively given by
VxY = V'xY + heX, Y) (2.3)
and
(2.4)
for all X, Y E TM, where V' is the induced Riemannian connection on M, N is
a vector field normal to M, h is the second fundamental form of JIll, V' .i, is the
normal connection in the normal bundle T1-M and AN is the shape operator of
the second fundamental form. They are related as [11]
g(ANX, Y) = g(h(X, Y), N) (2.5)
where 9 denotes the Riemannian metric on M as well as the metric induced on
M. The mean curvature vector H of M is given by
(2.6)
where n is the dimension of M and {el' e2, ... ,en} is a local orthonormal frame
of vector fields on M.
A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold M is said to be a totally
umbilical submanifold if the second fundamental form satisfies
heX, Y) = g(X, Y)H (2.7)
for all X, Y E TM. The submanifold M is totally geodesic if heX, Y) = 0, for
all X, YET M and minimal if H = O.
For any X E TM and N E T1-M, the transformations JX and JN are
decomposed into tangential and normal parts respectively as
JX=TX+FX
IN = BN+CN.
(2.8)
(2.9)
Now, denote by Px Y and Qx Y the tangential and normal parts of (V x J)Y ,
i.e.,
(VxJ)Y = PxY + QxY (2.10)
for all X, Y E TM. Making use of equations (2.8), (2.9) and the Gauss and
Weingarten formulae, the following equations may easily be obtained
Px Y = (VxT)Y - AFY X - Bh(X, Y)
Qx Y = (Vx F)Y + heX, TY) - Ch(X, Y)
(2.11)
(2.12)
Similarly, for any N E T1-M, denoting tangential and normal parts of
(VxJ)N by PxN and QxN respectively, we obtain
(2.13)
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QxN = (VxC)N + h(BN,X) + FANX (2.14)
where the covariant derivative of T, F, Band C are defined by
(V xT)Y = 'VxTY - T'V x Y
(VxF)Y = 'V~FY - F'VxY
- ~('VxB)N = 'VxBN - B'VxN
(VxC)N = 'V~CN - C'V~N
(2.15 )
(2.16)
(2.17)
(2.18)
for all X, Y E TM and N E T~M.
It is straightforward to verify the following properties of P and Q, which
we enlist here for later use
Qx (Y +W) = Qx Y + Qx W,
g(Qx Y, N) = -g(Y, PxN),
(P2) (i) Px(y+W)=PxY+PxW, (ii)
(P3) (i) g(Px Y, W) = -g(Y, Px W), (ii)
(P4) PxJY + QxJY = -J(Px Y + Qx Y)
for all X, Y,WE TM and N E T~M.
On a submanifold M of a nearly Kaehler manifold, by equations (2.2) and
(2.10), we have
(a) PxY+PyX=O, (b) QxY+QyX=O (2.19)
for any X, Y E TM.
The submanifold M is said to be holomorphic if F is identically zero, that
is, 4JX E T M for any X E T M. On the other hand M is said to be anti-invariant
if T is identically zero, that is 4JX E T~ M, for any X E T M.
A distribution D on a submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold
M is said to be a slant distribution if for each X E Dx, the angle () between
JX and Dx is constant i.e., independent of x E M and X E Dx· In this case,
a submanifold M of ~1 is said to be a slant submanifold if the tangent bundle
TM of M is slant.
Moreover, for a slant distribution D, we have
T2X = -cos2ex (2.20)
for any XED. Following relations are straightforward consequence of equation
(2.20),
geT X, TY) = cos2 eg(X, Y)
g(F X, FY) = sin2 eg(X, Y)
(2.21)
(2.22)
for all X, Y E D.
A submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold AiI is said to be a
pseudo-slant submanifold if there exist two orthogonal complementary distrib-
utions Dl and D2 satisfying:
(i) TM = Dl $ D2
(ii) Dl is a slant distribution with slant angle e =f. 7l' /2
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(iii) D2 is totally real i.e., JD2 ~ T.lM.
A pseudo-slant submanifold M of an almost Hermitian manifold M is
mixed geodesic if
h(X,Z) = 0 (2.23)
for any X E Dl and Z E D2.
If f..£ is the invariant subspace of the normal bundle T.llllf, then in the case
of pseudo-slant submanifold, the normal bundle r- M can be decomposed as
follows
(2.24)
3 Warped product pseudo-slant submanifolds
In 1969 Bishop and O'Neill [1] introduced the notion of warped product mani-
folds. These manifolds are natural generalizations of Riemannian product man-
ifolds. They defined these manifolds as: Let (Nl,gl) and (N2,g2) be two Rie-
mannian manifolds and I, a positive differentiable function on Nl· The warped
product of Ns and N2 is the Riemannian manifold N, x fN2 = (N, X N2,g),
where
(3.1)
A warped product manifold Nl x f N2 is said to be trivial if the warping function
f is constant. We recall the following general formula on a warped product [1].
\lxZ = \lzX = (Xlnf)Z, (3.2)
where X is tangent to Ni and Z is tangent to N2.
Let M = Nl X f N2 be a warped product manifold. This means that Nl
is totally geodesic and N2 is a totally umbilical submanifold of M, respectively
[1].
Throughout this section, we consider warped product pseudo-slant sub-
manifolds which are either in the form N.l X f No or No x f N.l in a nearly Kaehler
manifold M, where No and Ns. are proper slant and totally real submanifolds of
a nearly Kaehler manifold lVI, respectively. In the following theorem we consider
the warped product pseudo-slant submanifolds in the form M = N.l X f No of
a nearly Kaehler manifold i1.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a nearly Kaehler manifold. Then the warped product
submanifold M = N.l x fNO is a Riemannian product of Ns. and No if and only
ifPxT X lies in T No. for any X E T No. where No is a proper slant submonifold
and Ns. is a totally real submanifold of M.
Proof. Let M = N.l X f No be a warped product pseudo-slant submanifold of a
nearly Kaehler manifold M. For any X E TNo and W E TN.l, we have
g(h(TX, W),FX) = g(9wTX,FX) = -g(TX,9wFX).
Using (2.8), we derive
g(h(TX, W),FX) = g(TX, 9wTX) - g(TX, 9wJX).
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5Then from (2.3) and the covariant derivative property of J, we obtain
g(h(TX, W), FX) = g(TX, 'VwTX) - g(TX, ('\7wJ)X) - g(TX, J'\7wX).
Thus, using (2.1), (2.10) and (3.2) we get
g(h(TX, W),FX) = (Wln!)g(TX, TX) - g(TX, PwX) + g(JTX, '\7wX).
Using (2.3), (2.8), (2.19) (a) and (2.21), we obtain
g(h(TX, W), FX) = (W InJ) cos2el\xI12 + g(TX, PxW)
+ g(T2 X, 'VwX) + g(h(X, W), FTX).
Thus by property P3 (i), (2.20) and (3.2), we derive
g(h(TX, W), FX) = (WIn!) cos2ellxI12 - g(PxTX, W)
_ (WIn!) cos2ellxI12 + g(h(X, W), FTX).
Hence the above equation takes the form
g(PxT X, W) = g(h(X, W), FT X) - g(h(T X, W), F X). (3.3)
On the other hand for any X E TNo and W E TNJ_, we have
g(h(X, TX), JW) = g('\7TXX, JW) = -g(J'\7TXX, W).
Using the covariant differentiation formula of J, we get
g(h(X, TX), JW) = g(('\7TXJ)X, W) - g('\7TXJX, W).
Then by (2.10) and property of '\7, we derive
g(h(X, TX), JW) = g(PTXX, W) + g(JX, '\7TXW),
Thus from (2.3), (2.8) and (2.19) (a), we obtain
g(h(X, TX), JW) = -g(PxTX, W) + g(TX, 'VTXW) + g(h(TX, W),FX).
Then from (3.2), the above equation reduces to
g(h(X, TX), JW) = -g(PxTX, W)
+ (WInJ)g(TX,TX) + g(h(TX, W),FX).
Hence, using (2.21), we get
g(h(X, T X), JW) = -g(PxT X, W) + (W In J) cos2 ellxI12
+ g(h(TX,W),FX). (3.4)
By property (P3) (i), the above equation reduces to
g(h(X,TX),JW) = g(TX,PxW) + (WIn!) cos2 ellxI\2
+ g(h(TX, W),FX).
g(h(TX,Z),FZ) = g(f;zTX,JZ).
Interchanging X by TX and then using (2.20) and (2.21), we obtain
- cos2 Bg(h(X, T X), JW) = - cos2 Bg(X, PTX W) + (W In f) cos" Bg(X, X)
- cos2 Bg(h(X, W), FT X).
Again, using first property (P3) (i) and then (2.19) (a) we arrive at
-g(h(X, TX), JW) = -g(PxTX, W) + (W In f) cos2 BIIXI12
- g(h(X, W),FTX).
Then from (3.4) and (3.5), we obtain
(3.5)
2(Wln f) cos2 BIIXI12 = 2g(PxTX, W) + g(h(X, W), FT X)
- g(h(TX, W),FX).
Thus, by (3.3) and (3.6), we conclude that
(3.6)
3
(Wlnf) cos2 BIIXI12 = 2g(PxTX, W). (3.7)
Since N e is proper slant, thus we get (W In f) = 0, if and only if P x T X lies in
T Ne for all X E T Ne and WET N 1.. This shows that f is constant on N 1..
This completes the proof of the theorem .•
Theorem 3.2. The warped product submanifold M = Ne x ,N1. of a nearly
Kaehler manifold !VI is simply a Riemannian product of No and N 1. if and only
if
g(h(X, Z), FZ) = g(h(Z, Z), FX), (3.7)
for any X E TNe and Z E TN1.) where Ne is a proper slant submanifold and
N 1. is a totally real submanifold of !VI) respectively.
Proof. Let M = Ne x ,N 1. be a warped product submanifold of a nearly Kaehler
manifold !VI. Then for any X E TNe and Z E TN1., we have
Using (2.1), we get
g(h(TX,Z),FZ) = -g(Jf;zTX,Z).
Thus, on using the covariant differentiation property of J, we obtain
g(h(TX, Z), FZ) = g((f; zJ)TX, Z) - g(f; zJTX, Z).
Then from (2.8) and (2.10), we derive
g(h(T X, Z), FZ) = g(pzTX, Z) - g(f; ZT2 X, Z) - g(f; zFTX, Z).
Now, using (2.4), (P3) (i) and (2.20) we obtain that
g(h(TX, Z), FZ) = -g(pzZ, TX) + cos2 Bg(V zX, Z) + g(AFTXZ, Z).
6
7Since on using (2.2) and (2.10) we have PzZ = 0, then from (2.5) and (3.2), we
get
g(h(T X, Z), F Z) = (X In J) cos2 ellzI12 + g(h(Z, Z), FT X). (3.8)
Interchanging X by TX in (3.8), we obtain
The above equation can be written as
(TX In f)IIZI12 = g(h(Z, Z), F X) - g(h(X, Z), FZ). (3.9)
Thus, (TXlnf) = 0 if and only if g(h(Z,Z),FX) = g(h(X,Z),FZ). This
proves the theorem .•
The following corollaries are the consequences of the above theorem.
Corollary 3.1. There exists no warped product pseudo-slant submanifold M ==
Ne x f N 1. of a nearly Kaehler manifold M, if the given condition holds
where J.L is the invariant normal sub bundle of T M and D1. is a distribution cor-
responding to the sub manifold N 1..
Proof. The prooffollows from (3.9) .•
Corollary 3.2. There exists no mixed totally geodesic pseudo-slant warped
product submanifold M = Ne x fN1. of a nearly Kaehler manifold !VI such that
h(Z, Z) E J-L for all Z E D1..
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